Spiral Experience Workshop
Working Group Materials
Random ?s based on Wednesday talks

- Affect on/issues on the Govt funding/budgeting/POM processes?
- DoD5000 -- acceptance of anchor points
- Explaining these approaches to congress
  - congress guidance/executive guidance; at odds?
- Writing spiral based contracts -- govt
- Managing spiral - why is it harder?
  - Mgt education - what needed?
- From Policy to the program offices....
- Convincing execs of the value
- Testing: What’s new? What’s the same? Affects?
Another item to consider...

• In the interest of vocabulary and common understanding, please consider these views of the spiral process in your WGs:
  - acquirers view
  - users view
  - developers view
Outbrief: Suggested Template

- Participants
- Topics covered
- Vision
- Problems and Challenges
- Recommendations
- Additional Insights
- Evaluation
- Conclusion
Participants

• Participants
  • give names and orgs

• Note anything of interest about domain coverage, areas of expertise, etc., among participants
Topics Covered

• Original questions ...were they covered?

• Additional topics?
Vision ("to be") ... if the World Was Safe for Spiral Development

- Keep this specific to your topic; you’re not expected to write a vision statement for spiral development in its entirety
  - subtext if needed

- may be chunked in time (3 years, 5 years out, 10 years out, etc.)
Problems and Challenges

- make these specific to your topic, not all possible problems and challenges

- if your set of findings is large, talk about them in sensible groupings, rather than enumerating each
Recommendations/Success Factors

• make these specific to your topic

• try to relate to success factors, variants/invariants

• Make these actionable

• Name a recommended actor (individual or organization)

• If possible, give a timeline and sub-actions
Additional Insights

• share content not covered by the categories above, especially any specific to your topic
Evaluation

• Was this a useful exercise?

• if yes, how so?

• if no, do you have constructive lessons learned that can be used for future workshops?
Conclusion

• any concluding remarks